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DISARMAMENT PLEADED FOR BY
FATHER JONES I. CORRIGAN

BEAU BRUMMEL PRESENTED
AT REPERTORY BY PLAYERS

Sociology Professor Scores Tax Expenditures
All-Important
for
War Purposes; Geneva Conference

Herlihy Gives Great Performance in Title
Role; Flynn, Mulligan and

Fraser Excellent
"International chaos will result if
disarmament fails at Geneva," declared Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J.,
professor of sociology at Boston Col-

lege, speaking before the League of
Catholic Women at Emmanuel College, the Fenway, Saturday afternoon. "The issue at Geneva is
peace or war."
"The 52 nations gathered at the

Conference hold in their hand the
fate of the world," Father Corrigan
said, "because on the outcome hangs
the economic recovery and the
peaceful progress of mankind."
Father Corrigan appealed for a
consolidation of well-directed public
opinion in favor of drastic armament reduction. "When the people
of the world understand what is involved," he said, "they will force the
governments to lift the insufferable
financial burden of armaments that
brings the danger of war upon the
whole world."
He declared that from 40,000,000
to 50,000,000 persons are facing
hunger and nakedness, but that,
meanwhile, governments are spending nearly $5,000,000,000 annually

for military

preparation,

ana using

80 to 85 per cent of taxation for
war purposes, "another name for
slow but inevitable national suicide."
Father Corrigan told the 800
members of the League present that
every Pope during the last fifty
years has
warned the nations
against piling up military armaments which would be the certain
prelude to war. Pope Leo XIII predicted the World War, he said, as
far back as 1894. "In spite of every
warning," he continued, "the nations
of the world today are squandering
$10,000,000 a day on military equipment, while their people are in want
of bread.

ADVANCE COURSES
IN FRENCH GIVEN

FRENCH ACADEMY
TO HOLD DEBATE

Mr. deBeauvivier in
Charge of Classes

French Disarmament to Be

Mr. Andre deßeauvivier, Associate
Professor of French, is conducting
special courses in French these afternoons for the benefit of those
Sophomores who have completed
their present first semester course
and who intend continuing the popMr.
ular language in junior.
deßeauvivier's class will aim at improving its French composition and

the Subject
PETER C. QUINN, '32
Elected President of Fulton

REV. JONES I. J. CORRIGAN, S.J
Professor of Sociology

PETER C. QUINN ELEVATED
TO PRESIDENCY OF FULTON

Peter C. Quinn, president of the
Joseph Rock and William Cannon
will engage in debate with Bates
translation from the
somewhat Boston College Dramatic Associafacile English to the corresponding tion, and winner of the annual Ora- College on Thursday, February 18,
here at the Heights, on the question,
difficile French.
torical Contest two years ago, has
"Resolved: That the emergence of
Two classes are held each week,
been elected unanimously to the of- women from the home is a regretone Tuesday afternoons for those
fice of president by the members of table feature of our modern life."
who do not inhabit the Chemistry
the Fulton Debating Society. Mr. Boston College will uphold the afLaboratory, and the other Thursday
Quinn, in addition to being a de- firmative.
afternoons for those who have made
bater of merit, was among: the first
On February 26 the University of
their survey of the laboratory on members of
the Fulton to partici- New Hampshire will visit Boston
Tuesdays.
However involved this pate
in a radio debate.
College and discuss the centralizaTuesday and Thursday business may
Glynn
poet, essayist, tion of industry. Joseph F. Rogers,
Fraser,
C.
be, those undertaking the course will
athlete, editorialist and editor-in- past president of the Fulton, and
appreciate Mr. deßeauvivier's efforts
Turri," was unani- James M. Connolly will represent
in accommodating them. The course chief of the "Sub
elected
the Fulton.
mously
president.
vice
is free and only one new book need
Declining the nomination himelf,
be purchased.
Lecture Debate
Joseph Rock proposed the name of
John P. Dwyer and Charles Quinn
Thomas S. Carey, ex-censor of the
will uphold the affirmative side of a
society, for the position of secre- question concerning
state unemtary. Mr. Carey was chosen unaniployment insurance, in a lecture demously.
bate sponsored by the Assumption
The new treasurer is to be Wil- School Alumni Association in East
liam Coogan and Alvin Ricci, the Boston. Charles F. O'Brien and AlHon. Charles F. Hurley, state censor censorius. All elections were
bert F. Landrigan will oppose the
treasurer of Massachusetts, will
unanimous.
resolution.
present to Governor Joseph B. Ely,
Federal radio censorship will offer
Mr. Edward Cass, past vice presitomorrow at three o'clock, Messrs.
dent
and manager of intercollegiate the subject for discussion in the
Ernest Grove and Resuer, who will
represent the University of Cali- debates, while relinquishing the for- next weekly debate in the society on
mer office, will retain the latter.
February 18.
fornia Thursday evening at eight

DEBATERS TO
MEET GOV. ELY

Huge 1932 War Budget
"In the United States," Father
o'clock in a debate with the Fulton,
Corrigan said, "the budget estimates
sponsored by the B. C. Club of
for 1932 call for $3,824,062,695. Of Cambridge.
this amount, $2,834,240,041, or 72
The gentlemen from California
per cent, is for war and because of
will arrive at the South Station towar.
Meanwhile the economic demorrow at 11:45 A. M. At one
pression continues, and millions are o'clock,
Mr. Hurley, Mr. Edward
on the verge of starvation, growing
Cass, who arranges intercollegiate
restless and ugly. War madness is
debates for the Fulton, and Mr. Leo
sure enough insanity."
Moran, president of the B. C. Club
Father Corrigan was very careful
of Cambridge, will entertain the
to point out that what is wanted is
visitors at luncheon in the Hotel
world disarmament, not the pacifist
Bellevue.
idea of the United States first. "If
Mr. Hurley, Mr. Cass, and Mr.
the United States alone were to disMoran will be hosts to Messrs.
arm, as the extreme pacifists have
Grove and Resuer, again, at six
suggested, it would be throwing our
o'clock, in the Commander Hotel,
country with all of its resources to
Cambridge, at a dinner given in
the wolves of international greed,"
their honor.
he said. "All or none" is the formula, but it must be all. As the
Popes phrase it: "Simultaneous and
mutual disarmament by all the nations is the hope of the world."
Father Corrigan said that "the demand for progressive reduction of
armaments is dictated by two facts
The Physics Academy will meet in
?the common humanity and the regular session next Tuesday, Feb.
common interests of the nations of 16th, at three o'clock, in the Physics
the world." He said that the philos- Lecture Room.
ophy of armament building is based
Mr. Ralph G. Kelley will give a
on the pagan principle of force. very interesting talk on "Aviation
That principle means the enslave- Lighting," a subject dealing with
ment of mankind," he added.
the electrification of modern air"It is plainly evident," Father ports and air-lines.
Corrigan concluded, "that if anyThis should be one of the most
thing is to be accomplished in the practical lectures of the year, and
way of disarmament, a new spirit hence a large attendance is expected.
must be invoked and new forces All students are cordially invited to
must be enlisted."
be present.

KELLEY SPEAKS
ON AVIATION

WHITTIER'S FAMOUS POEM
ENACTED BY MUSICAL CLUB
The night of Feb. 4 marked an other. However, the general opinevent which will long remain in the ion of all was that the presence of
minds of the Boston College Musi- Mr. Y. Nicholson was the ultimate
cal Clubs.
cause of all our woes. Popular opinAfter having completed a success- ion was, without doubt, against our
ful concert at Salem, the clubs, in distinguished jinx. Cheers and inthe highest spirits, set out at mid- sults fell upon his innocent ears.
night upon the journey of the cen- Georgie bore up like a soldier and
tury in two buses bound for Bos- silenced his tormenters.
ton.
After half an hour, we were
A fierce snowstorm was raging rescued, much to our disappointand progress was exceedingly slow. ment, for we were beginning to enAs the buses approached the Lynn joy our situation. The driver had
Marsh road, with a last feeble sput- returned with the other bus, and
ter the motor of our bus uttered its with a push we were on our way.
swan song.
Pandemonium broke
Two-thirty struck dolefully as two
loose. Wails and lamentations rent panting and exhausted buses disthe storm-ridden air.
charged a group of tired yet happy
The bus driver set out to secure B. C. minstrels at the South Station.
aid, and we were left to our own reThis was not the end of the adsources. Everyone brought forth a venture, but merely a major crisis.
suggestion, for the prospect of The adventures which then followed
spending a night on the marshes are various and far apart. It is, inwas not very pleasant.
deed, safe to say that quite a few
Similar situations were recalled never reached home. Several of the
by certain cheerful passengers in an weary musicians arrived at school
effort to lighten the situation. Upon clad in badly wrinkled tuxedos, thus
the minds of all was pictured the originating a new attire for the
front page of the morning paper: well-dressed college man.
"Thirty College Students Frozen to
The musical clubs are now in the
Death."
market for a sleigh, and some memCheerful bantering then took bers are talking about bringing their
place as each sought to cheer the breakfast along next trip.

The French Academy of Boston
College, under the direction of Rev.
Paul deMangeleere, S.J., will present its semi-annual appearance in
the form of a debate, conducted in
the Continental style, at the Philomatheia clubhouse on the evening of
February 26. The subject of the
debate reads: Resolved, that for the
security of the world, France should
reduce her armaments.
The subject was suggested by A.
Marcus Lewis, Secretary of the
French Academy, and was accepted
by the members. At one of the recent meetings, tryouts for places on
the debating team were held, and
four of the academy members acquitted themselves nicely and earned
their positions deservedly. They are
A. Marcus Lewis, '34; John J.
O'Brien, '34, Irvin C. Brogan, '35,
and Gilbert Z. Houle, '32. The first
two will assume the negative, the
last two the affirmative.
It so happened that Mr. Lewis, of
the negative, who proposed the
question, was heartily in favor of
the affirmative side of the question,
and had splendid arguments in its
favor, but when the lots were cast
as to the fatal positions he found
his name on the negative side. However, the negative side is making
all manner of unearthly wagers as
to who will emerge victorious, Mr.
Lewis' choice, notwithstanding.

FLEET OUT OF
B. A. A. MEET
Large Entry List for Annual Track Meet
It looks as though Don Fleet is
definitely out of the B. A. A. games
next Saturday as a result of his illness during the past week, and such
a loss will greatly hamper the
chances of the one-mile team against
the Cross on that night.

Large Entry
Coach Jack Ryder has entered a
squad of twenty-five men in the Unicorn games, including the one and
two-mile relays. The entry list has
in the 40-year dash?John McManus
and John Carey.
5,000-meter?Ralph Ward and
P'rank Lang.
45-yard hurdles?Neal Holland

and Joe Merrick.
High Jump?John Kavenny.
16-pound shot-put?Phil Couhig.
One-mile relay (varsity)? John

McManus, Red Parks, Dana Smith,
Ed Carey, Joe King.
Two-mile relay (varsity)? Paul
Dailey, Bob Jordan, Don Fleet,
Bren Moynahan, Joe Killilea and
Maurice Whelan.
One-mile relay
(freshman) ?\u25a0
George Gahan, George Lee, Herbie
Woods, John Joyce, Frank Eaton,
Jim Kelly.

The latest effort of the Boston Collage Dramatic Society, "Beau Brummel," was presented at the Boston
Civic Theatre on Monday and Tuesday evenings of this week.
It
proved to be, without question, the
finest effort of the Society since its
inception four years ago.
The play was capably acted by a
large cast of experienced players.
The leading role, that of the Beau,
was enacted by Edward J. Herlihy,
'32, who has appeared in feature
parts in former productions at the
College. Herlihy displays a skill
and ease in the handling of his assignment which is most surprising.
It is a new type of character for

him, since his former roles have
called for a robust and vigorous porThe Beau, however, detrayal.
mands a delicate treatment, and
Herlihy more than fulfills the qualifications. The proud, nonchalant,
foppish "gentleman of fashion"
strides before us in his grandeur,
and yet, by the admirable use of restraint, the actor makes him a
heroic, although pathetic, figure.
It is Herlihy's greatest achievement, and in our opinion, the most
successful and interesting characterization that has appeared in any
Boston College production to this
date.
Herlihy is ably assisted by Leo J.
Flynn, '33, in the role of Mortimer.
To Mr. Flynn, second honors are
due. The excellent pantomine between the Beau and Mortimer at the
end of the first scene of the first
act, and in the closing scene of the
play is beautifully done, and cautiously enough, not overdone. These
two brief scenes are, without question, the finest in the play.
To Francis X. Mulligan, '33, goes
the credit for a most convincing and
capable performance.
As Oliver
Vincent, the middle-class tradesman
who has amassed a fortune, he is

both humorous and human. The
obvious mistake of clowning his role
is adroitly avoided. Mr. Mulligan
has shown himself to be one of the
most capable of the undergraduate
members of the Society, and we feel
that his future in dramatic fields
will be a most interesting one.
C. Glynn Fraser, '32, is successful in the difficult portrayal of the
pompous Prince of Wales. In this
first major role in a dramatic production at the College, Fraser has
displayed unsuspected ability in a
new field of activity.
Peter C.

Quinn, '32, President of the Dramatic Association, gives his attention
to a portrayal that does not demand
much of his talents. However, he
gets the most out of the role of the
vengeful Mr. St. Aubyn, and accredits himself with his usual
smoothness and dexterity.
Joseph G. Brennan lends himself
to the portrayal of one of the literary lights of the day, Richard
Brinsley Sheridan.
His dignified
performance is one of the highlights
of the evening. Norton S. McFadden, '32, played the amusing Abrahams, the money-lender, with skill.
Charles P. Daly, '35, was a most
convincing Duke of Leamington,
evincing an aptitude for his part
that stamps him as one of the more
promising of the younger actors.
Walter F. Herlihy, 34, played
In
Reginald, the Beau's nephew.
past performances, he has shown
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
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DOWN

on the farm they all ask
according to
for Nicholson .
the boys of the musical clubs, who
were stranded for over an hour in a
nor'easter blizzard at the very center of the Lynn Marshes the other
night . They landed in Boston at
two-thirty, when Mr. Dana had put
all the trolleys to bed, and the snow
plows were snow plowing
Some of the boys reached home at
five . . others even later . . . And
all the cabs were on the other side
of town
So some stayed at hotels . . arriving at class the next
morning faultlessly attired en tuxedo . . .
When
Nicholson and Carewe
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

Frazier, '32
Reilly, '32
A. Barry, '32
H. Lynch, Jr., '32
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Kenneth T. Kelley, '33

Tabloid
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DANIEL J. COTTER, '32
Editor-in-Chief
Francis W. Rice, '32
Paul Munroe Brown, '32
Eugene J. McDonald, '33
Joseph J. Connor, '32
Edward F. Hurley, '32
Richard M. Holland, '32

B.C. LAW STUDENT MEIER LECTURES
PASSES BAR EXAM TO CHEM SEMINAR

intercol-

Newspaper Association;
New England Intercollegiate
Newspaper Association; Catholic
School Press Association.

Robert F. Riley, '33

marched in evening dress to psychology at nine fifty, and Nick tried
to explain to the reverend professor
just how it all happened, one wit in
the back of the room ?and isn't it

that all the wits are, without exception, in the back of the
room?murmured loudly, "Smell his
strange
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breath, Father!"

SOME

Lafayette University fraThe first student of the Boston
A paper entitled "The Gas Equaternity men with a perverted College Law School to pass a bar tion in the Light of the Kinetic
sense of humor left a fake bomb on examination in any State is Charles Theory," was read at the chemistry
the doorstep of a faculty member's J. Hurley, a graduate of the Uni- seminar last Friday by Fred A.
home. When the professor found versity of Maine, and a member of Meier, 8.5., '32.
the package ticking merrily away on the original class at the Law School,
Meier said that the fundamental
his doorstep, he immediately comenrolling in 1929.
gas equation is obtained by combinmunicated with the police.
The
Mr. Hurley qualified for the ex- ing the two well-known laws of
guardians of the law came with
amination recently held in Augusta, Boyle and Charles. These gas laws
grappling hooks, buckets of water, Maine, Although
he would have re- are familiar to most since they are
long-range shotguns and other such
ceived his LL.B. from Boston Col- met with so often in chemistry.
paraphernalia proper for the pain- lege
The subject of Meier's discussion
this spring, Mr. Hurley will
less dispatch of bombs. After subopen his law. offices in Ellsworth, was one particular aspect of the gas
merging the "bomb" in a bucket of
Maine, shortly after the first Tues- equation called the Kinetic Gas
water, it was found that it was
day in March, the day on which he Equation. This is peculiarly helpcomposed of one and a half alarm
will be admitted to practice.
ful to chemists and physicists in declocks, two tubes of tooth-paste and
Mr. Hurley's father, the late D. E. termining the kinetic activity of
a pencil.
Hurley, a lifelong resident of Ells- molecules in gases.
As a result, science has been able
worth, was known as one of the
A western professor advises men
most capable of Maine lawyers to count the number of molecules
to marry those women who can run
during his lifetime. It is expected in a given volume of gas, as well as
the hundred-yard sprint in thirteen
that the Boston College Law School calculate the size and velocity of a
seconds.
student will follow in his footsteps. single molecule.
*

*

*

According to Case Tech, students
who "borrow" electric light bulbs,

*

from year to year, is ever

the same:
we are growing- older and life is
is on a plane high speeding on to its inevitable goal,
above the rest of men. His the grave?and with the grave,
_j
character he formed largely in imi- Judgment.
The Good Provider has given us
tation of the Saviour's. He strove
for and attained superiority to per- the Season of Lent to atone for a
form his mission?and he performed life of misspent past, too unstable
nobly. Yet Lincoln is also looked present, and for a return to God in
upon by many as a failure. There all spirit, prayer, and humility;
are still many of the people he saved thereby gaining grace and fortitude
who are enslaved and despised, how- to live a Christian life and prepare
ever it be carried on, and with for salvation.
It is the time of
them are added unfortunate white penance, and all of us should observe it. Due to varying conditions
brothers.
But Lincoln will forever live as and necessities, the former rigidity
our greatest American, though he of the Lenten season has been conmay be looked upon as not the most siderably relaxed and it is quite
important. For even as the enemies easily possible to do the right
of goodness failed to destroy the homage and honor to Almighty God.
Saviour of the World, so will
Instead of giving up cigarettes
iconoclasm fail to destroy the Amer- for the season, or shows, or candy,
ican Liberator.
let us determine not only to spend
Lincoln's people have in him one more for those things and thereby
of the greatest of men, a man who help overcome the business depresworshipped Christ constantly and sion that is at present a divine reminder of a necessity to return with
who took Him for Friend and Companion in all his lonely walks amid greater love and devotion to the
the ghostly, melancholy shadows of Master, but also that we shall do
the White House, when the nation our penance by daily Mass and Comwas laboring in civil strife. He is a munion, or daily Rosary, or daily
splendid example to
American Stations. Let us make this season
one of true sacrifice, with the words
youth. Lincoln's biographer, Nicoof Christ ever before our eyes: "Unlay, aptly describes him:
a man take up his cross daily
"History must accord him a rare less
sagacity in guiding a great people and follow me, he is not worthy of
through the perils of a mighty me."
revolution, an admirable singleness
of aim, a skillful discernment and

LINCOLN

IINCOLN

courageous seizure of the golden
moment to free his nation from the
incubus of slavery, faithful adherence to law, and conscientious
moderation in the use of power, and
a shining personal example of
honesty and purity. As statesman,
ruler, and liberator, civilization will
hold his name in perpetual honor."
But we like to think of Lincoln's
life as it resembles the Master's.
He was born humble, as Christ was;
he was a carpenter; he was almost
thirty before he became known; his
life was one of continued trial and
tribulation; and he died at the hands
of his own people, as the Saviour

died. We like to think of Lincoln
the man who did his best to follow in the footsteps of his Master;
and as the American privileged to
give his life for his people on Good
Friday. We like to think of him in
the words of the "Rough Rider's"
daughter, Mrs. Connie (Roosevelt)
Robinson:
as

"Great Prototype benign of Brotherhood?
Incarnate of the One Who Walked
the shore
Of lonely lakes in distant Galilee,

With patient purpose, undismayed
he stood,
Steadfast and unafraid, and calmly
bore
A Nation's Cross to a new Calvary!"

HAMLET OF IRISH
DESCENT?

SCHOLARS
with

of

Shakespeare's

TODAY

*

*

*

A prize winner at a recent University of Toronto masquerade ball

whose famous hunger strike, endwas dressed as Mahatma Ghandi,
ing in his death, won for him
cloth and all. All? ?
world-wide publicity and sympathy. with loin
After his death, the sister of the
Ah! "Love Letters for the Band,"
Lord Mayor of Cork came to this
country in an effort to interest the by special permission of the copyIrish-American and American peo- right owners. At Bradley Tech the
fraternity brothers of one student
ple in the cause of Ireland.
requested
that his love letters be
Washington
A committee in
asked
the woman to testify before them mimeographed so they could use
*

concerning the outrages.
nent
Capitolians
were

them

Promi-

as

*

*

*

*

*

In a vote taken at the University
among whom were many members
of Illinois, some of the mannerisms
of Washington society, and a goodly
number of Colonial-stock, May- which the student body objected to
flower-era grand-dames. As is cus- in their instructors were: using coat
tomary, the inquisitor first ques- lapels to polish finger-nails, sitting
tioned the witness along biographi- pigeon-toed behind the desk, snapping a rubber band during exams,
cal lines.
"You are from an old Cork fam- wearing atrocious neckties and
ily, are you not, Miss McSwiney?" breaking pieces of chalk during lecasked the interrogator.
"No, indeed," said the witness,
"we are from the north of Ireland."
And then, amid gasps from the tradition-proud assemblage, she continued, "But a branch of the family
moved to the vicinity of Cork early
in the twelfth century."

COLLEGE QUINTET TROUNCES CROSS
With Johnny Freitas leading the elect Jim Ryan on the firing line for
the Boston College Independ- the Crusaders and "Dev," Freitas,
ents slapped a 32 to 26 defeat on the Taylor and Mike Romano in the
All-Stars of Holy Cross at the Eagle lineup.
Arena Gym last Wednesday night in
Freitas was the offensive star for
the traditional basketball game Boston with ten points, leading both
played every year as a feature of teams m scoring. Much of the burJunior Week.
The Junior-Senior lesque was left out of the intraaccording to the official mural affair and as a resul tthe clash
party,
scorer, ended in a deadlock, each lost much of its popular appeal.
outfit having chiseled or sneaked 24 Added to this, too, was the fact that
points each.
such luminaries as "Sure-shot" Cutler and good old Eddie "Eagle Eye"
Football Affair
Hurley were unable to be on hand
The game with the Purple repre- to do their bit for the greatest class
sentatives looked like a grand robin of them all?dear old '32. These
reunion of football stars with Ignatz lads were expected to aid the grand
Zyntell, Leslie Griffin and captain- maestro, Tom Carey, considerably.
way,

models.

present,

JORDANtJkMARSH
N Y

tures.

*

*

*

Another course has arrived! The
latest is a course in Izaak Walton's
gentle art at Stanford University.
A great many students have been
angling around for a long time.
*

*

*

Although the health department
of Syracuse University has issued a
license to a vendor of cider, officials
stand.
Theodore Dreiser: It's a damn have decreed that students may not
good thing that people get old and buy it because of its tendency to fer-¥\u25a0

And

wise

now the

men take the

familiar die.
H. L. Mencken: The average, normost of the theories concerning the protagonist's mind and ac- mal American is bound to remain a
tions, but there are comparatively jackass, for such is the will of God.
Mrs. Edward Gann (sister of
few who have heard of the fictitious
Vice
President Curtis) : The vic"Aguecheek's" theory of Hamlet's
heritage. He says that there is a tory of the Republicans in 1928
tradition common in the north of \u25a0iaved America from a period of
Ireland that Hamlet's father was a hard times which, compared ivith
native of that country, named the depression through which we
Howndale, and that he followed the are now passing, would have seemed
like riotous living.
trade of a tailor.
Al Capone: All I like is Shakes"Aguecheek," that
much-loved peare, Shaw and Coward.
writer of the nineteenth century,
Smedley Butler: / know when to
goes on to say that Hamlet's father
keep my mouth shut.
was captured by the Danes, in one
*
of their expeditions against that fair
a
magazine:
Virginia
From
island, and carried to Jutland; that
appearing in vaudeville, is not
Drew,
he married and set up business
the Virginia Drew who recently
again in that cold region, but that
committed suicide.
he afterwards forsook the sartorial
\u2605
for the reg-al line, by usurping the
we said last week, Tom Harty
As
throne of Denmark.
is coming to the Majestic next MonThis theory of Hamlet's descent day. A group
of recent graduates,
is supported by innumerable pas- among
whom are John Dowd, John
sages from the text in a casual manGillooly, Kevin Hern, and Jack
ner, since it would naturally be con- Spencer, gathered at the University
cealed as much as possible by him,
Club last night to discuss plans for
as it might prejudice his claims to
a testimonial banquet, reception, or
the throne of Denmark. However,
what-have-they for the popular
the theory is an interesting one and dancer, cartoonist and punster. Dewell founded on facts, referring to tails next week. They hope that
the old chronicle of Saxo Grammati- many of the undergraduates will be
cus (Historia Danorum), from which inclined to cooperate.
Shakespeare drew the plot for his
\u2605
"Hamlet"

are probably

tragedy.
The fact that this theory is little
is the beginning of Lent, known by students of Shakespeare
and with it comes an urge to makes it of interest to us who have
reflect upon ourselves, to turn our had no little association with the
eyes within and examine our souls. numerous commentators of what
The message written thereon, read Shakespeare meant to write.

LENT

break doors and commit other
We know of no one who knows crimes, which are opposed to the
quite so many interesting stories as conventions of society, are to be subdoes Father J. F. X. Murphy, the jected to a psychoanalytical examiestimable and learned professor of nation. The purpose of the test
history. Father Murphy recently re- will be to determine why students
lated an episode which happened do things at college which they
when Mary McSwiney testified at would not do at home.
a Washington investigation shortly
Mary McSwiney
after the war.
was a sister of Terence McSwiney,

Theory Was Subject
Charles Hurley First to Kinetic
of Lecture
Pass From B. C.

There is a new popular song on
the market
written about Mahatma Ghandi
Sheet music? . .
La Argentina, the dancer, was the
first to receive a decoration from
the new Spanish republic. . . She
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

w«nt

over there and

clicked.

.

.

.

ment.
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In 1916 an average luncheon at
the University of Minnesota cost a
mere seventeen cents.

Harvard University employs 4,200
persons, 1,500 of whom are professors, and the total student body
numbers but 7,905.
*

*

VIG-ROW Rowing
Machine at 11.85
$

*

That the word "swell" is used to
describe 4,972 situations, is the
claim of the president of the University of Southern California in
criticising the meager vocabulary of
the college student.
*

It's New! It's Improved!

*

Out-of-doors sports lovers, here's your opportunity
to keep fit the year-round! Vig-row is the last word
in moderate priced rowing machine efficiency! Its
new, improved features include adjustable, doublespring seat tension (A) to develop back and
abdominal muscles, and one-piece front of solid
aluminum (B) !

*

full swing!

Freshman rules at M. I. T. require
that first-year men run at least one

Our

errand an

SPORTING GOODS and GOLF SCHOOL?SECOND FLOOR?ANNEX

evening.

Golf School

is now in

SPORTING GOODS?LOWER FLOOR?STORE FOR MEN

Statistics show that only ten out of
every 2,500 applicants pass the tests
.
and become radio announcers.
This is too many.
Do you remember how in his "Pro
Archia," Cicero points out that several cities claimed the honor of being
the birthplace of the immortal
Homer? Ben Bernie, on the radio the
other evening, spoke along the same
lines. It seems that some one sent
him a letter asking where Walter
Winchell was born.
.

.

.

.

,

"There are two cities fighting over
WinehelPs birthplace," said the Old
Maestro. "One is New York City,
and the other is Buffalo. New York
City claims that Winchell was born
in Buffalo, and Buffalo claims that
he was born in New York City!"

The fastest growing restaurant chain in America

"At the Sign of the Red Apple"

"A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT"
Boston College Cafeteria Operated Under
the Supervision of Our Industrial Division
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Howard Price Policy
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Clothes

the quality that has made Howard clothes
nationally "famous at twenty-two-fifty.
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REDUCED to

At the Millrose games held in New stein of Millrose A. A. in the 60
yard dash. The latter had strained
York last Saturday night the reprea ligament earlier in the afternoon.
sentatives of the Maroon and Gold
McManus had the misfortune to run
track team were forced to drink tho in the
heat captured by Toppino of
bitter dregs of defeat. Only two Loyola, who later equalled the
days before the games, prospects world's indoor record for the 60 yard
for a

least

event were decidedly
Carey, Parks, Smith,
McManus, Moynahan and Fleet
.ormed a sextet from which a strong
medley team was to be chosen. Unfortunately, at the last minute, Fleet
one

jright; ior

contracted a severe attack cf tonsilitis which necessitated his remaining
behind in Boston, and though the
four men chosen put up a strong
battle, the loss of the Boston College track ace was keenly felt.

Y. U. Wins Medley

The medley relay brought together

Clothes.

An entirely

new

many hand-made features and
for the first time at

I

en

line with

offered

HOWARD
CLOTHES

605 Washington St. £32
43 Tremont St. ss£

ED HURLEY

The 43rd annual B. A. A. games that take place at the Arena next
Saturday night should bring out some of the finest performances of the
Neil Holland picked a tartar in
indoor season. From a Boston College angle it looks like a very busy evestacking up against Monty Wells of
ning, with both the one and two-mile relay teams in action, along with ten
the B. A. A. in 40 yard high hurdles.
Holland battled the veteran to the or twelve individual entries who will battle for victory in special events.
The four varsity quarter-milers, whom Jack Ryder will send out
last stride. Only a foot or so separated the two at the end. Wells against Holy Cross in the one-mile race, will have to run faster than they
eventually won the finals in this have ever run before to cop the bacon over the speedy Crusader quartet.
event. Holland must be given credit It seems likely that the same team that defeated Tech in the Casey meet
for his fine exhibition. He is only will match strides with the Purple messenger boys.
That means that
a sophomore and after more compeDana Smith, Ed Carey, Red Parks and Johnny McManus will toe the mark
tition he should blossom into star in what should be one of the banner races of the evening.
hurdler, s.mething which Boston
It is very doubtful whether Don Fleet will be able to compete on the
College has lacked in the last few two-mile team, and if perchance he may, too much cannot be expected of
years.
him. His illness of the past two weeks must have weakened him considerably, and the Gloucester comet would not be in condition to turn in his
usual high-class performance. Perhaps it would be better to keep him out
of the competition and, if he is scratched, either Joe Killilea or Maurie
Whelan will carry on in his place.
Red Kavenny, the Watertown puddle-jumper, now turned high jumper,
and John Carey, a budding dash man, both of whom placed in the K. of C.
The Boston College fencing team, meet, are entered in their respective specialties. The red head turned in
headed by Captain George Shine and a nice job over in the Garden two weeks ago, leaping 5-11 to cop the third
Manager Joe Rock,
will leave place medal, and with the competition he is going to get in the Unicorn
affair, he may outdo himself.
for New York on Friday night for
the match with the College of the
City of New York fencers on SatThe Eagle medley relay group that competed in the Millrose games
urcay.
in New York did well in romping home on the heels of the New York UniFew Veterans
versity quartet. Medley racing, with each man running respectively 220,
Lack of experienced foilsmen has 440, 660 and 880 yards, is used almost entirely in the New York meets,
handicapped the Eagle team in its and it was interesting to note the success that the wearers of the Maroon
preceding meetings, but Coach John and Gold had in the Millrose race.
Roth expects the new members of
It took a classy N. Y. U. team to set down the Eagles, Parks, Carey,
the aggregation to show some real
Smith and Moynahan running in that order, and, had Fleet been in there,
form in the coming matches. The
victory may have rested on the Eagles' wings. Some powerful locomotion
match with C. C. N. Y. is scheduled
by Joe Healey and Frank Nordell of the Violet outfit brought the New
to be held on Saturday afternoon at
Yorkers home in front, with B. C. second and Penn State third.
three o'clock in the Business School
*
of the New York institution.

Boston College victory in at dash.

N.

Howard Super Quality

THROUGH THE
EAGLE'S EYE By

N. Y. U., Penn State and Boston
College. Though the Maroon and
Gold two-milers had defeated N. Y.
U. the previous week at the Prout
games in Boston, the New Yorkers
made past performances count foi
naught by winning from the Boston
College medley team by a comfortable margin. The violet runners
held the lead for the entire race
Ed Carey was off to a bad stai't in
his 440, but Bill Parks managed to
squeeze into second place at the
exchange of batons and kept there
until he passed the stick to Dana
Smith at the conclusion of his 220.
Try as they could Smith in the 6GO,
and Moynahan in the 880, could not
gain any ground, and N. Y. U.
crossed the line a winner by some
15 yards.

McManus and Holland Lose
Johnny McManus, who was taken
along as alternate, replaced Born-

FENCERS TO MEET
N. Y. CITY COLLEGE

*

*

*

Frank Murray, head football coach at Marquette University for the
past ten years, has signed a contract for 1932 and looks forward to a big
year. Murray's contract ended last season, and it was uncertain whether
he would return to Milwaukee this year. The University of lowa was

hot after the Marquette mentor to transfer his allegiance to dear old
lowaay, but we are glad to say that he rejected the tempting offer.
Frank is a resident of Maynard, Mass., and a graduate of Tufts. He
is one of those rare gridiron chieftains who never played the game while
at school, yet has achieved national fame year after year with his smooth
Marquette machines.
*

*

*

*

Tommy Meagher, '31, a member of last year's Maroon and Gold twomile team that copped the indoor intercollegiate championship, is doing a
fine job as coach over at the Browne and Nichols school in Cambridge.
Track interest has been very lax at the Cantab institution for the past few
years, but with Tom's advent, popularity in the sport has increased tremendously.

The enrollment of the private and exclusive Cambridge school is limited to a few hundred students and good track material is scarce. However, the genial Tommy has the faculty of bringing out the best in his
charges, and if a winning team can be had, he'll give it to them.
*

*

*

*

Good old Hennery Buckley, the egg from Medford, who, according to
no other authority but himself, is quite a basketball player, has been
hurling black charges at the above columnist because of some unfavorable
publicity that we gave him a short time ago regarding his basketball ability. If memory serves me right, I think I said that the boy who acts as
a stool for a certain Pidgeon wasn't such a hot basketballer.
Now that the provocation has arisen to qualify my statement, I took
it upon myself to gather the opinions of a number of Eagle athletes who
are in the know, and the unanimous expression and opinion was that the
Grand Allah of the A. A. is just about the toughest basketball player that
they had seen in action. They fine him for contempt of the court whenever he tries to sneak into a game. Hennery is to basketball what Cutler
is to track. Henry was a sweet football player and he may be kind to his
mother, but he's no hoopster. Now shut up, Hennery.
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An invitation is extended to the Student Body to purchase
Tuxedos at the same price as is offered to the Musical Club.
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Whether it's a tender old love song or
hashing hit from the latest show, there's
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EAGLE RELAY TEAM NOSED
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630 Washington St.
Up One Flight
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DOUBLE BREASTED
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The loss of Don Fleet is, perhaps,
The makeup of the two varsity
the saddest blow ever dealt to a relays to run in the B. A. A. games
Ryder-coached team. The relay race will be an interesting selection as
with Holy Cross will be a sad affair Fleet's loss rather scrambles up the
without our "what-a-man."
two quarters. With Fleet right, it
*
was thought that Ryder would run
Fleet was taken sick after the him on both teams, especially since
Prout games, in which he ran so the two races were widely separatej
well. He now is quite sick with ton- on the evening's program.
silitis and, according to Coach
Ryder, the Gloucester runner is lost
The mile quartet will probably be
to the team for at least two weeks the same as the
one which carried
and maybe more. It is hoped that off medals in the Prout games,
he will be back on time to aid Bren
namely, McManus, Parks, Carey and
Moynahan's two-mile team in reSmith. On paper these four seem to
peating the I. C. indoor win of last look very good,
but the Purple shirts
year.
have a
impressive
*

*

*

Dana

H. LYNCH, JR., is a
name which appears under the
Declaration of Independence, but
Tom Lynch of Boston College is not
the same man. He is, however, a descendant, according to Tom Lynch,
and you'll have to consult him for
the proof. He is Treasurer of The
Heights, and you'd better not run
up any bills on The Heights.
His favorite pastime is arguing, at
which he is most efficient and sucHe runs the assistant
cessful.
librarians ragged, since he is an inveterate reader. He makes hobbies
of the most unusual subjects. Recently he read more than a dozen
volumes on hypnotism. He is the
constant companion of Dan Cotter.
Tom is enthusiastic about Father
Fulton Sheen, quoting him in paragraphs, and has a strong appetency
for a certain Teachers' College
graduate. And have you heard him
sing?

THOMAS

At the Millrose games, the secmay
RICE, Managing Editor ond position won by the medley is coming, and coming fast.
of The Heights, is known tr team without Fleet was hard earned
many as "Mouldy," and to some and authentic reports have it that
Joe Killilea will probably break
others as "Waldorf." We don't know it was one close battle. Dana Smith
why, and we leave the question who was brought along to replace into the lineup of the two-mile team
there. He may be called with justi- Bren Moynahan at the 660, who in as he is rated fifth man. Fleet's
fication the boy who made good. He turn moved up to run the half in loss will hurt, but the team as a
was born and reared in Orono. Fleet's stead, ran a fine 660, boing whole is remarkably potent, and Joe
Me., or some such equally ridicu- caught in close to 1.22 for the dis- is not too bad a bit, when it comes
to running a half.
lous place, and came to Boston (Rox- tance which is flying.
bury district) just in time to make
the football team at Boston College
High School. He is a master of tact
?and we think that that is a great
tribute. Rice fits with everybody.
and lucky are those who fit with
Rice, for that very reason. He is

FRANK

*

*

*
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more
record. If
Smith runs McCafferty we
have a pleasant surprise. Smith
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Boston, Mass.

one of the chosen few who are consulted before anything of importance is attempted. He is in the
heart of the social swirl, an excellent bridge player, and an infallible
authority on Boston College sport
history.

If you ever have a head-

ache, look him up. He carries tons
of aspirins on his person.

HERLIHY SUPERB AS BEAU
BRUMMEL IN COLLEGE PLAY
parts were omitted, thus obviating

the awkwardness which usually attends the performance of such a role
awkwardness
by a student?an
which is felt no matter how experienced and efficient the actor may be.
The play loses nothing of its value
by the omission of these parts.
Secondly, Mr. Bonn deserves congrat-

ulations for his work in the coaching of the play. It is an amateur
production, of course, but it is far
from amateurish. There were no
breaches or periods of stiltedness
during the entire performance. It
is obvious that the actors were
drilled in smoothness, since the play
proceeded with a facility and ease,
which is not common to projects of
this nature. Working under extraordinary difficulties of rehearsing,
and coping with the misfortune of
losing his featured player through
a long period of illness, he has succeeded in effecting a finished production, which is a credit to his organization and to Boston College.
A "taste thermometer" has been

designed at Colgate University to
help tell how various foods affect
the mood and digestion. It registers
according to their
manner and an asthmatic voice for a rating of foods
sweetness,
saltness,
or sourness.
the enactment of his character. Less
than five minutes later, Stephen appeared in new garb, with a fullgrown mustache, and a fiery French
mien, attacking his portrayal with
the breaking of plates, pidgin
and
a
French-English,
passion

(Voston &

£arr Qo.

Clothiers, 72 Summer St

which would have put Richard Bennett to shame.
To Mr. John L. Bonn, S.J., a
double praise must be given. First,
for his clever adaptation of the
play, by means of which all female
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TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE-60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
°f today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
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through a plate-glass window.
Doug boxes like a pro, and we
«Wt mean a polooka
he
has muscles like a wrestler. When
undressing, he hangs his clothes
on the chandelier. The box offices
like his latest FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURE, "UNION DEPOT. "Doug
has stuck to LUCKIES four years,
but didn't stick the makers of
LUCKIES anything for his kind
words. "You're a brick, Doug."
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chip off the old block
Cash in on Poppa's famous name*
Not Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. I For
months he labored as a five-
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
himself as a competent and finished
performer. In this production, he
lends color to a colorless role, and
clearly proves his worthiness to follow in the footsteps of his brother.
Harry Vincent is sympathetically
played by Joseph A. Warren, '34.
He was one of the most natural perSpecial
formers of the evening.
oredit is due John P. Hanrahan, '33,
for his handling of the drunken
Lord Manly. He was classic in his
scene with the equally inebriated
Lord Farthingale, which was portrayed vivaciously by George H.
Nicholson, '32.
The performance of Francis T.
Maguire, as Peter, brought a charming brogue into the play. Mr. Maguire was most satisfactory. The
shorter bits were well done by Kenneth J. Kelly, '33, Clement A.
O'Brien, '34, and Cyril A. O'Brien,
who was made up to resemble a very
proficient and earnest bailiff.
Before leaving the players, we
must offer congratulations to Stephen J. Fleming, '34, whose abilities
were made manifest in two small
parts. As a bailiff, Mr. Fleming appeared as a cross between Mr. Hyde
and the monster of Frankenstein.
In this role he carried an apathetic

our

FREDERIC J. CROSBY
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